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ABSTRACT, lljc paptj rclute.s to (In' tlicciry of (jerfoniiaiico of wido nnd ultva-nicit’ baud 
latticf typi! cMslal bami-pa^ .s fillor .soUioiis oontainiiiR cryMal, capacitBiu o, indiictance and 
stabilized negative- impedance- L-lciiicnts developed by tlic- author olsew!ine-. One typical .section 
of each of th eCIa.sso.s T and II ha.s been cho.sen for consideration.
The typicnllattice .section of C1a.«.s I con.si.sts of n sen'e.s re,sonant element in the scrie.s 
aim and a (Ty.stal (mounted between two electrodes) connected in serii-.s with a stabilised 
negative impedance element in the lattice mm. l-i\e important cn.sc.s have been i-onsidcred. 
Natuie of reactance.s in .‘■ erics amt lattice arm.s foi the five ca.sc-.s w ith theii .subca.ses has been 
imestigated, and the po.ssibility of attenuation peak and 'or wavine.s.s in total insert iou-lo.ss 
characteristics has been disciis.sed. The lattice .section ha.s been icduced to an equivnlent 
T-scction for calculation purpo.se. Charaeteri.slic impedance and its nature have been 
di.scussed. The cut-off frequencies have been ditcrmincd and the attenuation and phase 
constants of the section have been obtained.
The typical lattice section of Clas.s II con.sist.s of a crystal (mounted hetweeu two electrodes) 
connected in parallel to a .stabili.sed negative impedonee element in the .sen'e.s aim and a ery,stal 
(mounted between two electrode.s) eounected in series with a stabili.sed negative impedance 
element in the lattice arm, Four important eases have been considi red, Nature of reactances 
in series ami lattice arms for the four cases with their subcases ha.s been investigated. The 
lattice section lias been reduced as before to an equivalent T-section, ('harncteristic impedance 
and its nature have been discus.sed. The cut-oft frecmencic.s have Iken determined nnd the 
attenuation and phase coiustants of tlic section have been obtained.
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I. I N T R O D U C T I O N
The simplest type of crystal band-pass filter is the ladder section (Mason, 
1934) consisting of crystal and capacitance elements which gives a simrll trans­
mission band-width. By using a lattice section (Mason, 1934) employing crystal 
and capacitance elements, it is possible to get a larger band-width which 
is still much less than the requirement, Lattice section (Mason, 19 3 4 ,19 3 7  ; 
Stanesby and Broad, 1939, 1941 i Stanesby, 1943) using crystal, capacitance and 
inductance elements is capable of giving much larger band-width than the 
lattice section without the inductaiice element, but this still remains much narrower 
f o r ' majority of ruiuifements of the modern communication sy.stcms. Besides, 
the use of inductance coils of comparatively lower ‘y  value gives large attenua­
tion in the transmission band,
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The author in a previous paper (Chahravarti and Dutt, 1940) developed 
wide l>and and ultra-wide band low-loss lattice type crystal band-pass filters 
containing crystal, capacitance, inductance and stabilised negative impedance 
elements. The characteristic im[)edance and total insertion loss characteristics 
of such lattice sections have been measured and the sharpness of cut-off on 
the two sides has been compared to that of lattice sections using crystal, 
capacitance and inductance elements.
The w'ide and ultra-wide band crystal band-pass filters so developed have 
considerable applications in several types of modern communication systems—  
for example, as band-pass filters in television and broad baud carrier ciirrcnt 
.systems and as band-pass filters and band pass couplings in multi-channel radio 
telephone transmission and reception systems. By reducing the band-u idlh 
to less or somewhat less than that required for the above communication 
systems (which is possible by the nictliods developed), they are capable of 
being utilized for various other inseful purposes m short-wave and medium wave 
radio systems.
The present paper relates to furtlier investigation regarding the performance 
of wide and ultra-wide band lattice tyiie crystal band-pass filter sections 
(designated as Class 1 and Class 11  types in the author’s previous paper) using 
crystal, capacitance, inductance and stabilized negative impedance elements.
IT. W I D K  A N D  n i . T K A - W I D E  H A N D  L A T T I C E  T Y P E ^  
C E Y S T A L  B A N D - P A S S  F I L T E R  S E C T I O N —C L A S S  1 *
Consider a typical Class 1 lattice section in which a series resonant element 
(consisting of an inductance and a capacitance connected in series) is in the 
seiies arm and a crystal (mounted between two electrodes) connected in series 
with a stabilized negative impedance element is in the lattice arm [Fig. i(fl)]
(c)
F ig . I
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r. D T F r n R K N T  C A S K S
Five iniportaul cases may arise as follows— (i) in which the negative 
impedance element is detuned to the crystal frequency as well as to the 
resonance frequency of the scries resonant clement ; (2) m which the negative 
impedance element is tuned to the resonance frequency of the series resonant 
element but the crystal frequency is different ; (3) in which the negative 
impedance elemtnl is tuned to the crystal frequency but tlie resonance frequency 
of the series resonant element is different; (^ ) in which the series resonant 
clement is tuned to the crystal frequency bnt the negative impedance element 
is tuned to a different fiequciicy ; (5) in which the negative impedance element 
is tuned to the crystal frequency as well as the resonance frequency of scries 
resonant element.
vSupposc Fi=resonance frequency of the series resonant element (in the
series arm), F 2 “ resi nance frequency of the parallel resonant clemeJit incor­
porated ill the stabilized negative impedance element (in the lattice arm), ^  
resonance frequency of the ciyslal (in the lattice arm), and Fo^overall frequency 
(or anti-resonance frequency) of the crystal (in the lattice aim). Then in case (1) 
F i , F2 and Fo (oi\/(,) are all different ; in case (2) F i= F 2  but (or/(,)
IS different ; in case (3) F2*=^Fo (or/o) and h'l is different ; in case (4)Fi =Fo
(or /o) and F2 isdiflerenl; and in case (3) F i^ F o  —Fo (or /o)
? N  A T  T: R  R  O  V R  K  A  T  A K  C  K  I N  vS K  R 1 K  S  A N T )
iv A T  r I c v: A  R  A1 S
Fig. 2 shows the rcactance-freqiieiicy characlciislirs of the series and 
lattice arms diawn for the five cases mentioned above. The cviive marked I
refers to the chaiactcristic of the Hiics lefniaiil elm uit in ti c su its  ann ;
the curve maikcd IIj rtfeis to that of llie negative imp^cdaiice eluntnl in the 
lattice ann, and the cmve maikcd 11:* refers to that of the ciystal (mounted 
between electrodes) in the lattice arm.
The nature of the reactance characteristic of the negative iiiqjcdance eleirent 
in the lattice arm follows fioin the following calculations. The impedance of the 
negative impedance element is given by
__
R , ( i - j - w L s
The reactance component of xZa can be shown to be
u.T sR S(i - w2 L bC bJ____
]n X a=jf-
,__ I
uiCa
“ L a - -
2 y
wC's ) R ®
on dividing both mniierator and denominator by w jR *.
Ct(
(l)
(2)
(aa)
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C A S E W  h 'H L N  f o " j V l R  AND IS D iF fC R tK T
•Assum e that the total shunting capacitance C j  has been kept more or 
less constant at a suitable value (i.c., by means of an external capacitance) 
when h i .  voltage of varying frequency is inipres.sed on the negative impedance 
element; that the resonance frequency of L o - C j i  parallel combination
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associated with the negative impedance element is 'F g ’ Mc/s. Therefore with 
b.f. voltage of varying frequency applied to the negative impedance element, 
the magnitude of the resistance component o n l y  has to he taken to change
with w according to the approximate relation/Rrt/= [found by the author
elsewhere (Chakravarti and Das, 10.13)] where m is a constant. Then
C'ol ~  ^ \\ fr>L O / /IJ"
I
2 T L* (3)
When ‘ . "D-i “  \\iii l)e ne.L*ativc and hence >.X2 will be iiositivc;(t»C 2
when -- -  xXn=^0 ;  and vvlicn o j >  v  , o>L2 will be
V l v n C o  '  V L 0 C 2
positive and licnce will be negative.
vStarting from a poitit before Fo the frequency is increased the magnitude 
of the positive reactance has been found to increase till a frequency say 
and then to decrease rapidly to zero value at F2. After the resonance frequency 
F2 is passed, the reactance is of negative sign and its magnitude at first increases 
till a certain ficqiicncy say and then decreases to low value as the
frecjucncy is fiirllicM- increased. The form of the reactance curve is shown in 
Fig. 3-
The nature of the reactance characteristic of a typical negative impedance 
element can be seen from figures in Table I.  ^ C3—44 x 10 ;
R«==2Xio® ohms at 5 Mc/s, 1.4x10=^ ohms at 6 Mc/s, 0.9x10® ohms at 
7 .6 M c/s , ci.8xio® ohm satSM c/s and 0.68x10'^ ohms at 9 Mc/s, 0.5x10® 
ohms at 10 M c/s and P j2 =  7^ 6 M c/$ roughly.
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II will be noted that such a variation of the reactance of negative impedance 
dement as shown above added on to tlie tyjiical variation of tlie reactance of 
a crystal agrees well with the variation of the measured value of total reactance 
‘X 2 ‘ in the lattice arm with frequency for the untuned case given in Fig. S, 
on page 305 of the author’s previous paiier (Chakravarti and Dutt, ic>io).
It will be seen from the reactance diagrams drawn for di/Terent cases in 
Fig. s tliat the performance of wide hand and ultra-wide band band-pass filters 
depends not only upon the values of F ,,  Fa and F„ (or (0) but upon their 
location in the frequency spectrum with respect to one anotlici.
Further, in all cases and suli cases the iMohahle ent-ofi frequencies indicated 
on the diagrams arc on the l)asis that the impedances in scries and lattice arms 
are purely reactive. In actual practice the impedances have resistance compo­
nents as well and the results get modified. For example, if tlie series resonant 
element in the series arm be taken lo contain no resistance, it is evident that at 
F , the reactance is zero and Z, (where Zx is the total impedance in each seiics arm 
of the lattice section) is also zero. Hence the characteristic impedance of the 
lattice section becomes zero giving a cut-oil frequency at F i .  On the other 
hand, if the series resonant element in the series arm has a resistance component, 
the characteristic impedance of the .section at F i  is not zero; and the total 
insertion lo.ss characteristic will be characteri.sed by reflection elTects giving the 
‘ effective cut-off frequency ’ somewhat different from F | .  _
Take case (1) in which K j , and Fo (or/o) are different, (a) shows the 
condition when Fg < F i  < F o  (or /o), and Fa and F i  arc nearer to each other. 
It will be observed that the reactance in the series arm and the total reactance 
ill.the lattice arm are of the sam« sign between Fa and F j  with the magnitude 
of the latter reactance greater than that of the former and further the reactance 
in the series arm becomes zero at F^. Consequently it can be expected that 
there will be large attenuation and/or waviucss in the total insertion loss charac­
teristic between F  3 and F j .  This condition tnay give rise to two band-pass 
filters having almost adjoining transmission bauds or a single band-pass filter 
of larger band-width with waviness about F j  according as the resistance com-
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pouent of the impedance in the series arm is negligible or has appreciable value 
and also according as F g  is farther away ox uujch nearer to F i ;
(h) shows the condition when F | < F i < F o  (or /o), and F i  and F^ are 
nearer to each other. The probable positions of cut-off frequencies are indicated 
by arrows. In this case the transmission band-width w'ill be large and the 
cut-off will be equally sharp on both the sides. The total insertion loss characr 
teristic over the transniis.sion band is expected to be fairly even;
(c) shows the condition when F i  < / „  < F , .  < F o ,  and F j  and F 3  are 
nearer to /q. The probable positions of citl-off frequencies are indicated by 
arrows. In this case the transmission band-width will be large and the cut oil 
will not lie equally sharp on both the sides;
(d) shows the condition when F 2 < F k foi /(,! <  F i ,  and Fx is nearer to Fo- 
The tiansmission band-width may be small as indicated by arrows 1-2, or may 
be large as indicated by arrows 1-3 with wnviness in the total insertion loss 
characteristic aliout F j .  The sharpness of cut-off is expected to be unequal on 
the two sides;
(c) shows the condition when Fg < F o  (or ) o ) < iF i ,  and F j  is far away 
from Ffl. This condition is expected to give small transmission band-width and 
the sharpness of cut-off may he more or less the same on both the sides ;
if) shows the condition when F ]  < F o  (or / o ) < p 2 ,  and Fa is far away 
from Fo- This condition may be suitable for wide and ultra-wide band band­
pass fillers. The nearer Fa is to Fo, the larger will be the transmission band­
width. The sharpness of cut-off is expected to be the same on the two sides.
Take case (2) in which F j  = F a ,  and Fo or/o is different. This case refers 
t o F j  for Fa) being less than Fo, but a similar diagram could be made for F i  
(or Fa) being greater than F'o. It will be .seen that at F i  (or Fa) the reactance 
of series arm becomes zero and the characteristic impedance will become zero 
unless modified by the resistance component of the scries arm impedance. This 
condition may give rise to two band-pass filters having adjoining transmission 
bands or a single band-pass filter of larger band-width with wavincss in the total 
insertion loss characteristic about P , (or F™) for reasons given in {a) of case (i).
Take case (3) in which Fo =  Fa, or /„ =  Fa, and F , is different and less than 
F j . It will be seen that when /u^F™ the band-width is indicated by arrows 
(placed on the frequency axis). When Fo =  Fa the band width is smaller and 
indicated by arrows (placed along the frequency axis at alower level). The 
sharpness of cut-off is expected to be different on the two sides.
Take case (4) in which F o = F ,  o r / „ = F , ,  and F j  is different and less than 
F'l. It will be seen that when F„ =  F i, or/o =  I ', the expected baud-ividth may 
be more or less the same and is indicated by the arrows on the two diagrams. 
The sharpness of cut-off is expected to he different on the two sides.
. Take case (5) in which F , , ® F i = F - ,  or /« =  h'i =  Fi!. It will be .seen that when 
/ < ,= F i= F j ,  the band-width (marked by arrows) is sliglitly smaller than when 
F(,®=F j =*F3. The sharpness pf cut-off is expected to be similar on both the sides.
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3. ON r o S S I B L U  A T T K N U A T I O N  P H A K  ANI >  V t ' A V l N l i S v S  I N
T O T A L  ] N S K K T 1 0  N - L 0  S S C H A R A C T E R I S T I C vS
T N C' R R T ATM C A » R S
If the reactances in series and lattice anus are of opposite signs and same
in magnitude over the trausnnssion band, the characteristic impedance in the 
transmission band is a pure resistance of magnitude same as that of one of the 
reactances. If Z* a ndZn ' are the total impedances in each series and each lattice 
arms respectively, suppo.se Z a= + ; X  and Z„ — - j X .  Then Z „ =  v 'X ^ ,
so that the magnitude of characteristic impedance i s / X / .  When terminated by 
noil-reactive impedance ‘ X ‘ , the rellection loss in the transmission band is 
zero and the total insertion loss or gain will l»t due to network loss or gain 
rest)ectively.
If the leactanccs in series and lattice arms are of opposite signs but 
very much unetiuai in magnitudes, tlic characteristic impedance will be a pure 
resistance of value smaller or larger than / X / .  When still terminated by nour- 
reactive impedance ‘ X , ’ there will be reflection loss (depending ujion the 
magnitudes of the impedances) to be added on to the network attenuation or gain.
If one of the reactances say in series arm is zero and the other one in 
lattice arm either of positive or of negative sign, the characteristic impedance is 
zero. When terminated by non-reactivc impedance ‘ X , ’ there will be very 
large reflection loss giving a kind of attenuation peak in the total iu.sertiou-Ioss 
characteristic. This may be modified by the resistance component of the ;?eries 
arm impedance (if appreciable) since in that case the characteristic impedance 
will not be zero but will contain both resistance and reactanc'e components.
If both the reactances are of the same sign and their magnitudes are 
nearly equal or unequal, the characteristic impedance is purely reactive. When 
terminated by a non-reactive impedance ‘ X , ’ there will be large reflection loss 
with reflection phase shift giving large attenuation as well as waviness in the 
total insertion loss characteristic. The condition discussed here is typical for 
the attenuation band of a band-pass filter.
The waviness in the total insertion loss characteristic due to reflection 
effects could be noticed in the curve for l(i)J) type band pass filter shown in 
Fig. 7 (page 304) of the author’s previous paper (Chakravarti and Dutt, 1940).
4. K y  I) 1 V A I, li N T T - S E C T I O N  O F T H It O 1< f t t l  N A L  
Iv A T T I C 1C S E C T 1 O N
A general section (in which the negative impedance element is detuned to the 
crystal frequency as well as to the resonance frequency of series arm) is shown in 
Fig. i(fl) and its effective equivalent is shown in Fig. i(h), Neglect R j,  R „ and
R.J, the resistance components in the various inductances.
If Z a be the total impedance in each series arm and Zi, the total impedance m 
each lattice arm. then we have
Z* =  jl "> L i-
wCi (4)
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- -..a
y _  <«Co
i- (o “ LoCo)
Z - jiuLaRa
I — (oIvoC' + -  - ‘ “’^LaCa) -
Co
For a crystal moitated between two electrodes,
C'
Co
... (5)
(6)
where ‘ fe ’ is about 140 for the type of quartz crystal used by the author. The 
e.x'pression for Zn can be simplified by putting Ci,k' fur C' from (()) as follows ;—
7 ___ _/ — _ __ (7)
vSince  ^ i ' can be neglected in comi)arifcdi to Wc ’ in tlie dcuorninator of the first 
term on the R.H .S. of equation (7) without appvecialue error
7  ____ jA11 /tuj^k,v ... m0>C(,fe Rrt(l
Now since the lattice section in Fig, i{b) is equivalent to the T-section in 
Fig. i(c), the various results for the lattice section can be obtained from those of 
the equivalent T-section.
If Z\ and Z2 be the total series and total shunt impedances of the equivalent 
T“Section respectively in Fig. 1(c), then (deducing from Figs. 24A and 24B, 
Appendix * J)/  page 281, of Transmission Circuits for Telephonic Communication 
by K . S. Johnson) we have
Z2 =  i ( Z . - Z J  =  i
7. l -  2Z^-2j[ u)Cx ■
“c ; (9)
I I _  <ul,sjR2(i-«.--2LaC2) ( 1 \l
) o.Cofe R;{i~«j^LaC2)^ + <o=*l,« ^ (lo)
5. 0 H A R .-V C T  E R I S T 1C I M V E D A N C K 
The characteristic impedance ‘ Z q ’ of the T*sectiou is given by
Z „= V  ZjZa +
u>Cok R?(i-«->*L2C2}»’+«®l,'i
The imaginary term under the radical sign
• (ii)
is a small
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fraction of llie first real term — -  ■
1 <*>Co'>
shown by the example given below.
I over a large fregucncy baud, as it can be
The second real term is much smaller than 
the first one. As w increases, the first real term becomes smaller and smaller with 
the result that after a certain frequency limit the imaginary term becomes quite 
appreciable compared to it.
Take a typical wide band lattice st-clion of class 1 having a comparatively 
smaller band-width so that | I could roughly be taken to vary from 
.> X !(,•’ ohms to o‘«S X JO ‘ ohms over the band under consideration. For this 
.section .SiipiKJse F] = 5 .0  Mc/s,/o =  7 .i7  Mc/s, Fo=*7-^4 Mc/s, P'.j =  7.t) Mc/s, 
Ivi ~  1(1 X Cj =  loi.O X 10 " ’ 2j,'^  Co"=-oJi X j(^ r '‘■ 'p', L,« =  10 X io“ 'T l,
C a-4 .i X 10“ ' ^F, I K« I = 2 x jo "  ohms at 5 Mc/s, i./) x lo-’ ohms at 6 Mc/s, 
1.0 X olims at 7.3 Mc/s and o.-S x 10 '’ at g Mc/s and fc =  J40.
Then the ratio of the fir.‘-t real t(.rni to th.^  iniagimuy term uiulcr radical 
sign in (11) is given by
/ ______ R ^ (i-w 2 l,2 C 2) ‘^  + <..' l^,i
(i)'’Co1/2R« /'■
N ■= I
wCo/v’ / Ra(l-
{12)
Mc/s,It will tie seen that N —135 at 5 Mc/s, N —34 at 6 Mc/s, N =  17  at 
N -  16 at 7.3 Mc/s., and N-- 16 at 0 Mc/s.
Hence the imaginary term may be dropiied out in comparison to the real 
terms under the radical sign at least over the frequency range 5.0-9.0 Mc/s (the 
lower limit has been chosen from the consideration that at 5 Mc/s, Z q will be 
zero), similar calculations can be obtained for almost all other sections of this 
class.
which is purely non-rcactive and depends upon o>
r _  o.L2R ?(i -«>‘^ L2C2)
(oCq/o R^(i  -w-^LaCa)'^ + - “ b i (13)
6. N A T V R E  0 V T IJ R C II A K A C T R R 1 S T 1 C 1 M 1’ E  D A N C, R
<i»Li -  — will  be negative for values of <u <   ^^  ; it will be zero for
(oCi V Hik-i
=  2»tF i and will be positive for (o >  /
V L jC j HiCj
Therefore Zo will be pure reactance for frequencies less than P 'l, it ivill 
be zero at F j  and w'ill be almost ^pure resistance between F t  and a frequency 
f o since the reactance component wdll be negligibly small between these limits. 
At frequencies greater than fg, the reactance component of Zo becomes appre­
ciably large compared to the resistance component and hence Zo becomes an 
impedance of more and more reactive nature.
The characteristic impedance of the wide band section mentioned above 
over the range 5-9 Mc/s is shown in Table II,
• 1 ABI,E II
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f in Mc/s
ill ohms ... i ^386 I 1794
7‘3
2100
It will be seen that Zo increases with  ^f ’ (at first increasing rapidly and 
later 011 slowly) over the ranse 5-q Mc/s whicii is the transmission band of 
the section as shown in the following sections.
7. C V T - O V V V K E Q V R N C I h S
By referring to the section on tlie Nature of reactances in series and 
lattice arm s/'it may be predicted that one of the cut-oiT frcciuencies will He 
at or near about and another of the cuNolT frequencies near about the other 
edge of the baud over which Zq is more or less non-rcactive.
vSince Zo is expected to l^ e uon-reactivc over the iransniissioii band, both 
Zi and Z2 arc to l,)e purely reactive and of opposite signs over the same 
band. Prom (g), Zi is [)urcly reactive. iM'oin eciuation (lo), Zo lias both 
resistance and reactance coinpunenls ; bill since
lias been ncgleelial in I'ompiinson to
in section 5 on \?liaracteristic impedance/it should be similarly iUmu m, well 
in equation (lo) to ol t^ain Z  ^ as iiurely reactive.
Therefore, for calculation of the cut-ofT frciiucncies (/.r. the limits between 
which Zo is more or less nori-reactive),
[same as (g)]
imcl Z. I _  j T
o)CoA’ r ;/(] “ .u2r.iC2;^ + <.<=*li \ <.<01
If . 0 ,  then . or I , = =Fi.
(14)
(15)
Hence lower cut-off frequency fi =5  >-i Mc/s for the section taken.
or
If I '  = - 4 ,  then ultimately
+ CoA)r.|C,RS -<«®(aR2C2 -  + C(,kR2)b2 + R?=-o.
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Solving the biquadratic equatibn and putting anfg for w, we have
f ^ I ! (2RSC2 + RfCofc-L2) ± {(aRSCa + R^Cofe- La)*~4RlCa(Cs + Cgfe)}^  1^  
‘‘ 2>:| ' ' ' aLaCaRffCa + Cofe)
... (16)
where ' is the real admissible value.
Taking values of Co, Lg, Co and k and appropriate value of | R,t I at the fre­
quency concerned, o)= 10 * ':=50.(S X 10^ * r^ p.s.y
f2 =  n.oh Mc/s.
Hence the cut-off frequencies of the typical section considered arc 5.0 and 
g.oO Mc/s, or Fi and /2 Mc/sr 11; may be said that if F q be the overall frequency 
of the crystal in the lattice arm, the cut-off frequencies of the section are rcry
rnughiy Fo~^^ and FyH- where ^,03 Mc/s.
S. A T T F N r  A T 1 O N A N D  P H A S C O N 8 T A N T 8
Tlie ratio of the current at thej'nput (Ii) to the current at the output (I2) 
when the equivalent T-section is terminated in Zo in the transmission hand is 
given by
1 1 ^  j ZI ,, Z m ' ^
] . -Z. Z-,
I
‘■ 'L i-
1
1 _  to ly .jk j’l i l  /  I _  I
. - . C o R i i  1 -...*X7co) ^  -I ...-L^ I ' ,oC,
+ j
2Z0
1 «.l 2r ;K i -»^*l !.c 2) / , I
oCok R 5(i -..>*L2C2T*T;C^L|
_ j T wLaRf ( i—'..*LhC2) f j. I
Let /= t>?/. 2f" i- i.’ and m =  u.Li -  -wC 0 K* I\rt(l w lyu^A- 2) ^ l-<2 U)L
Then from (13),
I'lic equation (17) can lie written as
n  ~  j _  z'lL ^ z 2 v b i i_ / -  V I I . 2 ^1,11 
Ig I +  in * '  1 +  III H -  III I ■)■ III
(17)
(iS)
If P =  propagation constant =  lo g ,(Ii/l2) =  «H-/^ where a=attenuation constant 
and /3 =  phase constant of the section, then
1 4/.m \ / + 4/,,, .
Hence there is uo altcnUation in the transmission hand, F j  to fa Mc/s* 
Actual nieasiueiuenfs of network attenuation have shown Um loss in the trans­
mission band for the sections of this class. Further,
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^i=tan“ ^ V 101 ■ ■■ (20)1 - m  '
Table III shows the values of ft over the frequency raiiRc 5-0 M c/s for the lattice 
section considered.
T abu; III
r  in ...
, 1
5 t )  ;
i .  ■
7 ] 9
fl in d c g tt 'c s ... :1 0
1 ”  : 14* ^  CV j  1 ' 4 ‘ t S ' 1
— 1 _ _
21“  34'
TT], W I D K  . AND P D T K A - \V I D R U-A N D D A T T I C R  TYP) - ;
C R V S T A L H A N D - 1‘ A S S R I D T R R R E C T I  O N -  C D A S S IT
Consider a tyihcal class II ultra-wide band section in winch a crystal (mount­
ed between electrodes) connected in parallel to a stabilised negative impedance 
element is in the series arm and a cTyslal (mounted between two electrodes) 
connected in senes with a stabilised negative impedance eiement is in the lattice 
arm [Fig. 4(0)].
(a) ih)
F ig . 4
1. D 11-' R R R R N T CAB E vS
Four injportant cases may arise as follows— (i) in which the resonance 
frequency Qf the eyMir>aZe«< parallel resonant circuit formed from L i ' ^ C i  Com­
bination associated with the stabilised negative impedance eittuent and equivalent
7_jr45Sp _m
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circuit of the crystal (nioualjeft’ t^tweeu two electrodes) in the series arm, the 
frequency of the crystal in the lattice arm and the resonance frequency of the 
parallel resonant circuit in the stabilised negative impedance element in the 
lattice arm are all different; (2) in which the resonance frequency of the equu  
valent parallel resonant circuit referred to above in the series arm is equal 
to the resonance frequency of the parallel resonant circuit incorporated in 
negative impedance element in the lattice arm, and the frequency of crystal 
in the lattice arm is different; (3) in which the resonance frequency of the 
parallel resonant circuit (referred to above) in the series arm is equal 
to the frequency of the crystal (resonance or anti-resonance frequency) in the 
lattice arm, and the resonance frequency of the parallel resonant circuit incor­
porated in negative iniftedance element in the lattice arm is different; and 
(4) in which the resonance frequency of the equivalent paiallcl resonant circuit 
(referred to above) in the series arm, the resonance frequency of the parallel 
resonant circuit incorporated in negative impedance element in the lattice arm 
and the frequency of the cryatal in the lattice arm are all the same.
Suppose F t =  resonance frequency of the equivalent parallel resonant circuit 
(referred to above) in the series arm, r' j =  resonance frequency of the parallel 
resonant circuit in the stabilised negative impedance element in the lattice arm, 
/o == resonance frequency of the crystal in the lattice arm and Fo =  pver all 
frequency (or anti-resonance frequency) of the crystal in the lattice arm. Let 
/'o and be the corresponding frequencie.s of the crystal in the seriq^ arm.
Then in case (t) F | , Fa and Fo (or /o) arc all different; in case (2) F i= F 2  
but Fo (or /o) is different; in case (5) Fx-/o  or Fo but is different; and 
in case (4) F i= F i j  =  F'o (or/o).
2. N A T U R E  OE R K \ C T a N C E S  I N S' E R I E  S A N D  
L A T 'I' I C E A R M S
F'ig. ,s shows the reactance-frequency characteristics of the series and 
lattice anus drawn for the four cases mentioned above. The cuive marked 
I refeis to the characteristic of the negative impedance element together with 
crystal (mounted between electrodes) in parallel in the series arm; the curve 
marked I I 1 refers to that of the crystal (mounted between electrodes) in the 
lattice arm and the curve marked I I 2 refers to that of the negative impedance 
element in the lattice arm.
The nature of the reactance characteristic of the negative impedance element 
together with crystal (mounted between electrodes) in parallel in the series arm 
can 1)6 shown to follow from the consideration given below.
The impedance of the crystal (mounted between electrodes) in the series 
arm is given by
■* i  ^- m l^ 'qC'o) 
l -« .8 L 'o C ' +  C V C '« ■J J v
(31)
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Case i2 ) -f,=f,Aii[) f..(ORfo)iS OiFfERtNT
Substituting C'ok  for C  in (21) and neglecting ‘ 1 ’ in comparison to ‘ fe ' in the 
denominator, we have
wC'ok
■ ( 2 a )
Hence the impedance of the crystal (mounted between electrodes) may be
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approximately regarded as purely reactive due to a capacitance C'n*f, and 
the usual equivalent circuit of the crystal (mounted between electrodes) may be 
replaced by the effective capacitance C'o/.'. Since this capacitance is shunting 
the capacitance Cj of the I<i—Ci parallel resonant circuit of the negative 
impedance element in the series arm, tlie total capacitance in parallel resonant 
circuit is now C i + C ' o l i -  Hence the reactance component of the negative 
impedance element shunted by the crystal in the scries arm can be written as 
follows similar to that in equation (3),
kX ', ^
‘nly| -
(C, 4 C'o/.')2 <"I< 1 “
•(Ci+C'o/.-)
iHC] C'ok) 
+
■■■ (23)
W h en a.<  ' 0,1 ,^ -  * wiil be negative and hence
V (Lj -f- C/o'w 1 ^ ^ ()f^ )
bX'i willbe positive; when fi>=  ^ i \ ~  2^7Fi, wX'i =  o ; and when
V L i  (L 1 +  U o k )
V L i f C i+  C'ofc)’
will be positive and hence nX'i will
be negative. As frequency is increased from a point before F i, the magnitude 
of the positive reactance has been found to increase at first till a frequency 
FI “ f'and then to decrease rapidly to zero value at F j.  After the resonance 
frequency is passed the reactance is of negative sign and its magnitude at first 
increases till a certain frequency (F j+ f") and then decreases to low value as 
the frequency is further increased. It will be noted (hat the nature of variation 
of the reactance of the negative impedance element shunted Ity the crystal 
(mounted between electrodes) in the series arm is s i m i l a r  to that of the negative 
mipedance element in the lattice arm.
In all cases and sub-cases discussed Ijelow the cut-off frequencies indicated 
are for conditions in which the efl'ects of resistance components of the impedances 
in series and lattice arms have been neglected. If the impedances are taken 
to consist of both resistance and reactance components, the effective cut-off 
frequencies will be different.
Take case (i) in which F j, F 2 and Fo (or/o) are all different, (a) shows 
the condition when F i <F 'a </o (or Fo), and F i and Fa are nearer to each 
other. The probable positions of cut-off frequencies are indicated by arrows. 
It will be seen that at F'l Mc/s*the characteristic impedance will be zero unless 
the resistance component of the impedance in the series arm has an appreciable 
value. The condition can give a very wide band wdth slight reflection effect 
about F t.
((») shows the condition when F i< / o  (or F o )< p 2 , and F| and/o and 
also F-2 and Fo are nearer to each other. The probable positions of cut-toff
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frequencies are indicated by arrows. This condition is expected to give a 
band-pasr. filter of lesser band-width than that of (a).
(c) shows the condition when h '2 < F i< / o  or F,). If F j and /o are 
nearer to each other, the band-width is expected to be very large.
(d) shows the condition when F i< !/o  (or F j) )< F 2 , and Fa is 
farther from Fo- This condition will give a very wide band band-pass filter of 
cut-off frequencies marked by ari ows.
(f) shows the condition w'hcn Fi><y,)(or K „ )< F ] , and F i is farther from 
Fo- This condition will give a very wide baud baud-jjass filter of cut-off’ 
frequencies marked by arrows. 'I'lierc may be slight wavineSs in the total 
inset lion loss characteristic between fo and F,|.
Case (2) shows the condition when F i^ F ^ , and Fo (or/o) is different. 
The band-widtlis are marked by airows when I''i (or I'a) is less than fo and 
also when F j (or F2) is greater than h'o. The band-width in the latter 
case may be less than that of llic fonnei case if there be a large attenuation 
in the total insertion loss characteristic about F,).
Case (3) shows the condition when F i= /o , and F'o is different as well 
as when F i  — Fo, and F2 is different. Two band-pass fillers of different trans­
mission band widths can he obtained under this condition and they could be 
made to give a single band-jjass filter of larger baiid-widlh by altering the 
condition slightly in certain ways,
Case (4) show's the condition when h 'i= F 2  =  /o “nd also when Kj =F ji =  Fo. 
It will be seen that in the former case there may be Iw'o band-pass filters 
one of large and another of small transmission baud width wheieas in the 
latter case there may be only one band-pass filter. The probable cut-off 
frequencies of the band-pass filters are indicated by arrows.
Among the subcases of case (i) the sharpness of cut-off is expected to 
be more or less the same on both the sides in (c), (d) and (c) and different 
on both the sides in (a) and (6). For case (2), it is expected to be nearly 
the same in (b) and different in (a) on both the sides. For case (3) it is 
expected to be different for the band-pass filter involving the lower freijuency 
range and same for the one involving the higher frequency range on both 
the sides. For case (4) it is expected to be different for the band-pass filter 
involving the lower frequency range and same for the one involving the higher 
frequency range on hofh the sides in (a), and it is expected to be different 
on both the sides in (h).
3, e q u i v a l e n t  t - s e c t i o n  o f  t h e  o r i g i n a l
L A T T I C E « E c  T I O N
A general section in which the resonance frequency of the equivalent 
parallel resonant circuit in the stabilised negative impedance element in the 
series arm, the frequency of the crystal in the lattice arm and the resonance 
frequency of the parallel resonaxtt circuit in ■ the stabilised negative impedance 
element in the lattice arm are all different . is shown in Pig. 4(0^  and its
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effective equivalcJit is show'ti in Fig. 4(6). bJeglecl the resistances in various 
inductances in series and lattice arms (that is, neglect R'o, Ri» Ro ^2).
If Za be the total impedance in each series arm and Zu the total impedance 
in each lattice arm, then we have
Z a = j^IviR'fl
R '„ 1,1 -  (Cl + C'ofc) J -  /cL I
Z„ = + .
... (34)
(^5)F j I v^ Rb_______
<»Cofe R a il-« ) ‘*LaC2)-J"Ls!
If Z j and Z2 be the total series and total shunt impedances respectively 
of the equivalent T-section in Fig. 4(c), then
Z ,= 2ywL,R'„
R '» L i- ‘“'-'Ll (C, +C'ofc)]-y<A.Li
(26)
Z2 =  J iwfy.'R,!
•i*Cofc R«(i 01^1,202) "yw Lj
)o>L I R 'fl
+"C'ofc)l ->>Li
(27)
4. C n  .'t R A C T It R I vS T I C I M P  H D A N C K
.Separating the real and imaginary portions m the expressions on the 
R .H .S . of equations (26) and (27) and putting ,
R '“ [r-...«L i(C ,+C 'ofc’ )]^ + u.ai;if
« ) L iR '? r i - ‘'>“ Li(C ,+C 'ofc)] 
R'S [ 1 -  a>'-'L 1 (C, + C'o fc) ] 2 L?
a = u*-Li5R„
R S t l “ <'^ ’' 'l .2C.2]3 + o,2U
and
we have 
and
i / _  «i>LvR 5 [ i
R ^[l-.o^L2C 2'J“ + m2tii
Z i =  2(a + jh)
Zg =  i (a'-tt) +i{ b '—b —
uCok
(28)
(29)
(30)
(31)
(32)
(33)
Therefore finally the characteristic impedance of the equivalent T-section 
is given by
Zo =
___f t —  ^ --------- - --------- - -
aa' ~~ bV + — - + J aH) H- ab'—
wCofc («>Cofe (34)
S .  N A T U R E  O P  T H E  C H A R A C T E R I S T I C  I M P E D A N C E
In order to estimate the relative values of real and imaginary terms under the 
radical sign in (34) over a frequency range, it is desirable to consider a typical
ultia-wide band section of class II. Take a section in which L i —lo ^
C i  =  i q x i o - 18F ,  C ' o = . o , 5 X , o - i 2 F .  i R ' „ ! *  =  2 X i o “  o h m s ’,
b a - r o o x  lo-t-H, € 2  =  .28 x lo '^ F ,  Co=--.oti x u r 'S F ,  i R J f ^ r . o s  x 10=' ohms, 
K 2 « 3 0  K c/s, F i » t i .5 M c/s , /o =  M 7  M c/s and Fo =  7.24 M c/s.
Table I V  shows the values of a ,  b.  a ' ,  b'  and Z„ as well as of the real and 
imaginary terms under the radical sign in (34).
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T ahli! IV
n o<U I ___ ()' t(a' - 1)
wCo«
a
u>CoA^
r s T
l - i
.051 22-6
1
X i c f i 0.005 3.15
!
^3 X in'-)
1
l6,0 t>8 X iqS ^  0.II5 X IO& 2607
.5 ! 2,26 X lo5 0.5 3i-i? 18 X 10" ““  1.15 72.45 X J(jf) 1.16 X I q5 2690
1 X 10 *^ 2 f^ 3 { 4 (> X 10 •> ,
1
""O ! 71.2 X iof> 2.26 X 2668
5^6 X 10^ t) 134 1 T.12 X ] 0 1
1
(^ .27 80.4 X JO''’ -  5.4 X lof» 2840
3 •377 X 10^ ^ 21
i
202 j -ft 1X 10 1-- 0.10 X I of* — 7.98 X lO'*’ 2780
1 X loJ' 13 2<^ 2 o .:U ) X 70  ^ 1-  n.M
1
81.8 X JoR -  12,04 X 2910
.s j .226 Xlo^ 77 3«3 0.1 () X in 1-  0.12 1 88.1 X loS -  17.7 X io5 3983
(> j .188 X 10^ lAA 3'-29 1 0.J25 X J u  5 '
i~ i .og5 Oh 1.5 X i n S — 27,36 X 10'^ 3340
7 -16 X lofi 240 ()2 7
i
().0(; X i n  ! 0.08
1
Mm. 3 X M)i» — 38.4 X lofi 3286
H X U)'* -b83 *^ 71 ! 0.075 X K) f» -  0.07J I I.-'3.4 X jnft “  67,0 X 10^ 374 ^
10 •113 X Kv» 1600
1
Nu6 j
i
f>.040 X Jo ' -  K.os.Sj
1
gi.) < 1 < !•'> — j 8i).8 X io5 4537
It will be seen from Table IV that the imaginary term under the radical sign 
in (34) varies from o.ib%  lo about 27% of the real term under the same sign over 
the range 50 Kc/s—6Mc/s and therefore Z(, may be regarded more or less as pure 
resistance between those limits. At frequencies higher than 6 Mc/s, the imagin­
ary term becomes greater and greater percentage of the real term and Zo will be 
an impedance with both resistance and reactance components, and further l>eyond 
a certain frequency Zy will be highly leactive giving conditions for the attenuation 
band. Further it wdll be noted that the magnitude of Z q varies in a wavy manner 
in the transmission band—at first increasing, then decreasing, then increasing,
Magnitude of negative resistance in series nmi at  ^Mc/s.
i  Magnitude of negative resistance in lattice arm at 5 Mc/s. It will be noted tlmt in 
actual Case, | R« | for both scries and lattice arm will vary irregularly with frequency over 
such au ultra-wide baud 3oKc/fi—11.5 Mc/s) as under consideration at presents The
values t>f ! | taken from the mean curve (following the inverse square law) for this large
range are liable to introduce great errors. Hence | R„ | at 5 Mc/s has been taken for both 
ca^es in calculation.
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again decreasing and finally increasing with frequency. A t least for the frequency 
range over which Zo is more or less of non-reactive type, Z j and Z2 cun roughly 
he tahen to be pure reactance.s of opposite .signs. Hence over this range,
(.35)Z, j . 2 h
Zo ^ ■h,4 - y
Q I C
Tlie cliaracterislic iiniiedance Z'o arrived at from (35J and (36) will be
Z'„== V/ - h b '
••• (.36)
... (37)
which can be compared to the value Z"o obtained by neglecting a'b + a b ' — ■
in (3.1),
= V on bb'-i >oV(Hi (,3‘^ )
Z'o is nearly equal to Z"o, since an' is very small.
6. C U T - O !■' 1' I‘ R K (,) V Iv N C 1 E .S
If f  ^ ~ o ,  then b ~ o ,  i . r . ,
Z..
« > L ) R '^ [ i  (t-'t I C 'o / t ) ]
R 'y i,i-o .2iv7 (c, i c'o/:) r ^ - i - ; f
which means <- = o 01 ■ - - - •
V L j(C i-i C'„/.d
The value <d~ o is inadmissil)le. Hence one of the cut-oil frcquecies say, 
7 i  8i^cn by
y ,=  .  -  (3b)
en-v'L;(Ci + L'o/ij
In the case of flic uUra-wide band section considered above /i =  10.03 Mc/s.
If =  - 4 ,  then j .2 b  =  2j b 4 - 7  - b 'Q \\ . “ !■ 7 ^ 7  ==fi'.0 k
hz
or .o-ifCa-t Co/c)hlC2Rr;-<T-'(2C.jR“ +  Co/>-Rs-h2)h-2 + R« =  o ... (40)
on evaluating b' from (31). Solving the biquadratic and putting u>^2nf^, we have
( 2 C ,R K C o/ .R ;]-L ,)T .±  V_(2C^l<lj \R;j:iC^(cV+L\k)^'^
............... . .....  ■ ■' .’ UCflR^rCo + Co/v’)
... (41)
where 7 a  ’ is the real admissible value.
Taking C2 =  o.a8 x i o " ' ’F , 1^2 =  lOo x Co =  .on  x A- =  t4o,
i R a !  =  7.05 X lo ’’ ohms from the data given for the ultra-wide band section,
2ir
—  30 Kc/s.
Hence the cut-off frequencies of the ultra-wide band section considered are 
roughly 30 K c/s and 10.93 Mc/s. I f  U cls  be the aritlunetic mean of
tbe overall frequencies of the crystals in series and lattice anus, then the cut-off 
frequencies will be - a B 'a n d  + +>B'M c/s where B 'varies from
to 2.22 Mc/s.
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7- A T T K N n A T T O N A N D  P H A S E  C O N S T A N T S
I he ratio of the current at the ininit (I j) to the current at the output (I3) 
\\ hen the 1 -section is tenninated by Z q in the lransini.ssion band is given by
I2  2/j -2 Z2
Taking Z ,, Zg and Z q from equations (35), (36J and (3S) respectively we have
r
I2
1 =  1 - .
b +
»‘Cok
- b - h '
?) + — l)^
tliC 0 /v
■ /y
+ / ,
.
2 \ f a a * - b b ' - \ 'b / u > C n h
b + - - ^  - b '
0 k
- Vjin' -  hb' + bI<i)C0/•' 
r' )
{42)
It will be seen from Table IV  that /h'/>s very small except over a small 
portion of the transmission band near the lower cut-off frequency and aa' and
bb' are also very small in comparison to — • .
wC 0 k
'Pherefore - b
1 1 ^  toCo/«:___  ^ • 2^/ b/oiCok
12  f, 4- ^
■■■ (13)
b H~
I f  the propagation constant P = log* (I]/Ig) =  a-i-//J, where n and |8 are 
itteimation and phase constants respectively, then
" “  log
V (
y tuC ok J  wC,0k
/
y r ^  V
( b +  ^  y  V ( b + ^ i - J f
\  u.Cofc I  \  o.C„k )
^ = t a n - ’ - ^ ^
ft>L
= l0g,T»»0..{/(/j)
l4S)
since- T
It + ,
8- i 45S P -m
b «
wCofc
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llciicv there is uo attenuatiou iii the trtiusiihssiou baud of the .section. 
Actual mcasurcraeuts of network atteimation have shown low loss in transmission 
Ijand for sections of this class.
The phase-shift angle (in degrees) is almost the same at all frequencies in 
lliC‘ transmission Iband, as shown in I'aMe V.
T able V
f in M(' s^ .05 1 I
i1 01
1
! i 4
1
1 5 6 7 8 10
tan J0
1 -.......
1 ia6 S.»8 1168 ! 1,53a1
2116 2508 3496 3224
I >
1
1 ^ near 1 near 1 near near near near near
((legreos) 89' 3.3' i ! 
1 1 ^
, r»90 1 90'’
!
90" Otj"*
1
90' 90”
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